
Hi Sheldon, Russell and Judith:

Thank you for writing and sharing on the topic of:  Subject: Planet X and Saturn

“Judy  - It amazes me who you fall so easily for the cock and bull 
story about Planet X currently hiding behind Saturn.”

The invisible star-like object that I have been tracking now for more than four years just happens to be 
in the same constellation (Libra) with Saturn as we speak. That is after being in Leo (2008-2011) and 
Virgo (2011-2013) to generate a series of high-magnitude quake events that include:

8.8 Chile Quake 2.27.2010, Fukushima Quake 3.11.2011 and Guerrero Quake 3.20.2012. The 
magnetopause reversal event turning Earth magnetosphere around for 28 hours took place on 
3.12-13.2014, one year and one day after Fukushima and a week before the predicted Guerrero Quake 
Event, as Sun/Black Star/Earth magnetic portal connections were converging. My prediction for 
Fukushima was off by just 4 days, while my prediction for Guerrero was off by just 2 days. The 
corresponding Earth/Sun/Black Star backside alignment quake events were predicted far in advance 
and were right on for the Fiji Quake Event (9.15.2011) and the Aleutian Quake Event (9.26.2012). The 
last two years saw our backside alignment quake events taking place on 10.25.2013 (Japan Quake 
Event) and 11.15.2014 with the Indonesian Quake Event pointing to the Black Star now firmly inside 
the Libra Constellation. The Saturn/Planet X story simply places the source of this seeming anomalous 
big quake activity and the seismic pattern moving left in the orbit diagram in prograde fashion very 
near Saturn, even if the remainder of the story turns out to be fabricated. 

 “ When I first asked the question in 1998,the answer was that 
Planet X was on the other side of the Sun and that is why we 
could not see it. No problem within a month or so when the earth 
would have changed its position then Planet X should have been 
able to be seen. No luck.  I guess Planet X  was so smart it 
continually changed its position so that we have never seen it yet 
there are still ignorant clowns like this deNardo who continually 
puts out this bullshit.”

Are we kissing our mothers with that dirty mouth? Lordy.... John DiNardo is 
aware of the mountain of evidence saying that the binary twin to our Sun is 
entering the inner solar system that includes the seismic pattern, shrinking 
heliosphere, weakening magnetosphere, Solar Cycle 24 flat lining in late 2011, 
migrating magnetic North Pole, dramatic meteor/fireball report uptick, volcanic 
eruption uptick, damaging 6 to 8-mag quake events going parabolic on the 
seismic chart, ocean conveyor disruption, jet stream fluctuations, strange 
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weather anomalies, mass animal death pattern, record sinkhole formation, 
increasing comets/asteroids falling from orbit. My view is that the ignorant 
clowns are those among us pretending that everything is normal, when 
scientists just published the fact that Earth magnetosphere is weakening 10 
times faster than previously thought, Jupiter's core is liquefying, Venus' 
retrograde rotation is slowing and global warming is affecting all the planets, 
even though the Sun is acting strangely as if going into a Maunder Minimum 
with far below-normal sunspot/x-ray flux values. We have the astrotheological 
accounts of Noah and Moses taking place amid massive earth changes and the 
testimony of Jesus Christ in Matthew 24 and Revelation concerning wars, 
rumors of wars, earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, signs in the Sun, Moon and 
Stars. We have the testimony of Paul in 1Thes. 5:1-5 testifying to destruction 
that comes 'suddenly' upon those proclaiming "Peace and Safety!," while the 
sons/children of Day/Light are issuing the kind of warnings you see from 
Sheldon, John DiNardo and me about something coming from space.
   

“The most recent story is that Planet X is hiding behind  Saturn. 
Saturn is about 10 times as far away from the sun as is earth.  
Planet X is so far away that it has absolutely nothing to do with 
earth’s weather or earthquakes. It is just that simple.”  

Some among us have scientific evidence indicating that the Black Star is indeed 
in the Libra Constellation with Saturn, but much closer than you think! The Black 
Star was moving left in the orbit diagram from 2010 to 2011 some 5.5 degrees 
for every 188 days, or just over 11 degrees per year. That value today is 21 
degrees based upon the backside alignment model. You should realize that any 
object beyond Saturn orbit at 10 AU cannot possibly move that quickly. In fact, a 
star-like object beyond our solar system should remain firmly within the same 
constellation without moving very much if any at all. The evidence says that 
Earth crosses the Black Star elliptical orbit path on May 20th of every year, 
when the Earth is between the Sun and the left side of the Libra Constellation. I 
have been predicting and monitoring the nearside alignment quake events now 
for years and watching them take place later and later in the calendar year, until 
eventually these big quake events converge on the Black Star/Earth crossing 
date of May 20th; when the science says the Black Star will cross Earth orbit 
path to create environmental conditions for a geological pole shift capable of 
producing the effects on our planet predicted by people like Edgar Cayce and 
others.  Continues next page...



“When are you going to admit this fraud? There are thousands of 
amateur astronomers who would have seen anything strange in 
our solar system and would have had no problem reporting it.  
russ”

No sir. The binary twin to our Sun collapsed upon itself billions of years ago to 
create something between a black dwarf and neutron-type star. Microlensing 
(gravitational lensing effect) bends background light around the event horizon of 
this deceptive binary twin to our Sun with a temperature just above Absolute 
Zero that cannot be detected using observatory-class telescopes with infrared 
accessories. You should realize that more than 70 astronomers engaged in dark 
star imaging research are missing or have been murdered, which Sheldon has 
documented on his website using the work of StuNoodle a Terral's 2015 
Newsletter Contributor from Europe. Don is our resident astronomer with his 
own observatory and observatory-class telescope that I have been working with 
for years. We know the Black Star location and also know for a fact that we 
cannot see the damned thing. Therefore, from my current position in this Project 
Black Star Investigation, then you are the dupes refusing to carefully consider 
the testimony of our solar system, the Sun, Earth and all the planets all testifying 
to the absolute fact that the invisible black hole-like anomalous binary twin to our 
Sun is racing to the inner solar system as God's Reset Button, just like in the 
Days of Noah; except you are casting the stones.

Link to yesterday's weekly newsletter:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5y5vhcbdmdyfmoi/2015%20Newsletter%20Volume
%206.pdf?dl=0

PS. A copy of this email is posted in Terral's 2015 Newsletter Volume #7 released 
this coming Thursday, before my Black Star Update Report presented on Liberation 
Nation at Revolution Radio at http://www.freedomslips.com on Studio A. 

Sincerely,
Terral
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